THE MYSTERIES OF THE GREAT IMAGE
Giving all praise unto our most Heavenly Father,

, for sending us

His most Supreme, Splendid, and Heavenly Son,

. Praise

Shalom Aleichem. I would like to thank my Father,

, for this most

.

blessed opportunity to be able to stand before you this day with great
pleasure and with great joy to be used by my Father,

. Praise

.

Therefore, I would like to welcome you to this seminar entitled, The
Mysteries of The Great Image. Praise
our Father,

. For truly it is the blessings of

, who has come to reveal His secret things unto us, His

servants. For there was not found any that was among men who was worthy
to loose the seals of the Book to us: Proving that this remarkable work
would be reserved for the only One whose right it is, and that One is
. Praise
For

.
has been found worthy because He knows and

understands all mysteries. Mystery means "a religious truth revealed by God,
, that man cannot know by reason alone and that once it has been
revealed cannot be completely understood."

The Divine Mind of the Mighty God

is well suitable, reliable,

notable, and highly efficient in the highest degree to make known all

mysteries. For His Divine Mind is enigmatic in nature, enigmatic in manner,
and also supernatural in nature. For His Divine Mind is the fullest in the
highest capacity, state, or condition of power. For His Divine Mind is
incognizable, inexplicable, and incomprehensible. For He possesses the
baffling

characteristics

and

properties

that

are

beyond

human

comprehension.
For His Divine Mind is highly skillful, highly proficient, and welladvanced in expertise and competency. For the Divine Mind of

is

well-rounded in completeness, and has the ability to penetrate and extend
deep down and far into the surface of the innermost, the fartherest most, and
to the most intense point of all hidden mysteries. For His Divine Mind is
highly ingenious, supremely sagacious, and well-endowed. His Divine Mind
is all-knowing, and all-embracing. And He is The All-Seeing eye, making
Him well skillful in and capable of loosing the seals of the Book. Praise
.
Now let us turn to Daniel, Chapter 2:31-33 Read:
“Thou, O king, sawest, and behold a great image. This great
IMAGE, whose brightness was excellent, stood before thee; and the form
thereof was terrible. This images head was of fine gold, his breast and his
arms of silver, his belly and his thighs of brass, his legs of iron, his feet
part of iron and part of clay.”

Today, we shall decode this Scripture. Let us begin at this time by

focusing on the word behold. According to the Random House Dictionary of
the English Language, ©1966, on page 135, behold means, "to observe;
look at; and see." On page 995, observe means, "to regard with attention, so
as to learn something: to watch, view, or note for a special purpose."
Therefore, the word behold is alerting us to the fact that we must look at and
see this great image. It is making us aware that we must regard with close
attention this great image so we can learn something about it. Behold is
used here to make us aware that this image is something that we must watch,
view, or note for a special purpose.
Observe also means, "to note or inspect closely for an omen of future
events." Let us look at the word omen. On the authority of the Random
House Dictionary of the English Language, ©1966, on page 1005, omen
means, "a prophetic significance." Therefore, behold tells us that we must
watch this image with a special purpose, inspect with great regard, and pay
close attention to because it has prophetic significance.
Since this image is described as great, let us find out what was great
about it. On the authority of the Webster's New Universal Unabridged
Dictionary, ©1983, on page 798, great means, "remarkable or outstanding
in magnitude and degree: very impressive or imposing; highest in its class,

much above the ordinary; designating a thing or group of things larger than
others of the same kind; chief, splendid."
With these facts, we can now see that this image is remarkable and
outstanding in magnitude, meaning this image is outstanding in size,
amount, vastness, and importance. This great image is so impressive and
imposing that it is the highest in its class, much above the ordinary, and
larger than all others of the same kind. In addition, this is "the" chief image
because it surpasses all others to the highest degree, the highest in status, the
highest in volume, and the highest in strength known among men. This
image is the most splendid of its type.
Let us now examine the word image. It is two words in one: first, you
have i-m, I’m, which is the contraction of I am. Now second, you have the
word age. Let us scrutinize and examine the word age. According to the
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, ©1916, on page 21 age means, "the people
who live at a particular time or period." Documented in the Random House
College Dictionary, ©1980, on page 25 age means, “A formal element,”
meaning "pertaining to."
Therefore, we can now see with assurety that this image is pertaining
to a particular people who lived at a particular time or period. On the
authority of the Oxford Universal Dictionary, ©1933, on page 35, age also

means, "middle ages." Middle ages on page 1247 in the same book means,
"the period intermediate between 'ancient' and 'modern' times." Now let us
take a look at the word modern. On the authority of the Webster's 2 New
Riverside University Dictionary, ©1984, page 761, modern means, "one
who lives in modern times, relating to the present, latter-day, present-day."
Now together with these facts, we can begin to combine the evidence
to make this whole picture a lot clearer on this word image. We can now
assert very strongly and positively that this image being spoken of in Daniel
is not just talking about during the ancient times of Daniel but, rather, the
prophetic significance of this image is in these modern times, until this
very present day, the latter-day, known as the Last Day. Praise

.

Let us read Daniel, Chapter 12:4. Please read:
"But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to
the time of the end."

told Daniel to shut up the words and seal the book. In other
words, Daniel was told to shut up the words and seal the book to the
meaning of the “prophetic significance” of this image until these modern
times, until the End Time. And to prove that the words were sealed up, let
us go over to 2 Corinthians 3:14, which says:

"But their minds were blinded: for until this day remaineth the
same veil untaken away in the reading of the old testament; which
veil is done away in Christ,
."
All of us can testify that our minds were blinded. And only at the
coming of

is this veil being done away in our minds.

Now let us continue with scrutinizing Daniel 2:31, “. . . behold a great
IMAGE . . .”

The next word is image, which will give us a vivid

description and describe who this image pertains to and represents today.
Documented in the Random House College Dictionary, ©1988, on page 662,
image means, "to picture in the mind; to set forth in speech or writings; to
project (photographs, films, etc.), imagine, or conceive."
This image represents pictures that have been put in our minds, which
were set forth in speeches and in writings. These pictures have been
projected in our minds through photographs, films, paintings, and books.
Since this image has prophetic significance, then this image also represents
the false paintings and pictures of The True Messiah and His disciples that
are hanging up in the churches and in many homes. This image has been
falsely portrayed in our minds by watching films and movies, such as the
Ten Commandments, Ben Hur, and The King of the Jews. It is through these
mediums that they have caused us to imagine a vain thing and to believe lies.
The next definition will clearly identify who this image is. Image also
means, “an idol or representation of a deity.” Let us break down this

definition. The first word is idol. In the same book on page 659, idol means
"a false conception; any person or thing devotedly or excessively admired."
False on page 476 means, "having a superficial resemblance to something
that properly bears the name; fake, counterfeit.”
Therefore, this image is a person who represents a false conception.
This person is devotedly and excessively admired, and has a superficial
resemblance to the One who truthfully and properly bears the “true” name
of God, Yahweh. Factually, this person is a fake and a counterfeit.
The second word we shall define is representation. Documented in the
Random House Dictionary, ©1966, on page 1217, represent, the root word
of representation means, “to stand or act in the place of, impersonate.”
Impersonate on page 715, means, “pretend to be, to assume the character
of.” Therefore, this image represents a PERSON who is standing or acting
in the place of a deity; he is pretending to be or pretending to assume the
character of a deity.
In the same book on page 350, Deity means, “The divine character
or nature of ‘the’ Supreme Being,

.” Therefore this image is symbolic

of a PERSON who is standing in the place of the Supreme Being. He is
acting like or pretending to have the character and nature of the Supreme
Being.

This PERSON has taken a fake character that superficially resembles The
“True” Messiah to deceive the people to believe that he properly bears the
true name of GOD,

, but, in actuality, he is a fake and a counterfeit. This

person has imagined a vain thing. He has made himself appear as if he is
the representative of God,
True Messiah, who is

, and has set himself in the place of the
.

Let us move to the next word in Daniel 2:31 and 32: “. . . this great
image, whose BRIGHTNESS was EXCELLENT . . . Let us scrutinize the
words brightness and excellent. Documented in the Random House
Dictionary of the English Language, ©1966, on page 185, bright, the root
word of brightness, means, "radiant or reflecting light; brilliant: luminous,
illustrious, clever and witty, polish." In the same book on page 496,
excellent means, "possessing excellence or superior merit; remarkably
good." Therefore, we can now see that the brightness of this great person
out shines and stands out in being clever in the highest degree, meaning
highest in amount, highest in extent, highest in scope, and highest in
intensity.
This PERSON is radiant and great in reflecting light. He is brilliant in
what he does. And he is most luminous and illustrious. His character shows
that he is clever, witty, well-polished in carrying out his responsibility. In

addition, this person possesses excellence and superior merit in his work. He
is in fact remarkably good in all that he does.
To be more specific, this person is superficially skillful in his mind,
for he is highly brilliant, radiant, and well-refined and polished in how he
orchestrates lies. He is well-polished in presenting falsehood. This person
exceeds all others in corruption. He is far superior to all others in
deviousness. He is preeminent in concealing the truth. For he is remarkably
good in distorting the facts, so much so that he has deceived the whole
world, as written in Revelation 12:9.
Now let us read about the head of this image in Daniel 2:32: “This
image’s head was of fine gold, . . .” Let us define the word head. On the
authority of the Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary, ©1983,
on page 834, head means, "a headmaster, person; ruler, chief, to lay
heads together; to consult or scheme together." So this head being spoken
of in Daniel is talking about a person who is a headmaster, ruler, or chief
that lays his head together with others to consult and scheme on ways to plot
against his opponent or adversary. The Scripture that backs this up is Psalm,
Chapter 83:1-3. Let us turn there. Please read:
"Keep not thou silence, O God,
: hold not thy peace, and be not
still, O God,
. For, lo, thine enemies make a tumult: and they
that hate thee have lifted up the head. They have taking crafty
counsel against thy people, and consulted against thy hidden ones":

Now let us look at the word craft from this Scripture. Documented in the
Random House Dictionary of the English Language, ©1966, on page 388,
craft means, "ability used for bad purposes; cunning; deceit; guile." On the
authority of The Synonym Finder by J.I. Rodale, ©1978, on page 262, deceit
means, “dark and crooked ways, trickery.” Trickery takes you to racket.
Racket on page 979 means, "an illegal, organize, criminal, corrupt, activity,
graft." According to The Synonym Finder by J.I. Rodale, ©1978, on page
469, graft means, "ingraft."
Thus far, at this point, we can now see that this person being spoken
of in Daniel 2:31-33 is one whose ability is being used for a bad purpose. He
is cunning, deceitful, and full of guile. His ways are dark and cooked. In
fact, he is so crooked that he has in grafted himself in the place of
, as prophesied in Isaiah 14:14, which reads:
“I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most
High.”

Let us continue with Daniel 2:32. Let us read please: "This image's
head was of fine GOLD . . ."

Let us probe into the word gold.

Documented in the Random House College Dictionary, ©1988, on page 566
gold means, "a member of a Teutonic people who in the 3rd to 5th centuries

invaded and settled in parts of the Roman Empire." Gold represents the
Roman Empire.
Therefore, we can now conclude that this image being spoken of in
Daniel is indeed a PERSON who is the head of the modern Roman Empire,
who is none other than the Pope. Let us prove this. On page 1032, Pope is
defined as “the bishop of Rome as head of the Roman Catholic Church.”
On page 1144, Roman Catholic Church means “the Christian church of
which the pope, or bishop of Rome, is the supreme head.” This proves that
this image is the Pope--who is the supreme head of the Roman Catholic
Church in these modern times--who is pretending to be and acting in the
place of God,

.

Now that it has been exposed with concrete proof and with strong
convincing evidence beyond a shadow of doubt of who this great IMAGE
is, when we read Daniel 2:32 in part, we can now read it with absolute surety
like this: “This image’s head, the POPE of Rome, was of FINE gold . . .”
Let us find out just what he is fine in. On the authority of the New
Webster's Dictionary and Thesaurus, ©1992, on page 572, fine means,
"trained down to the proper degree.” Therefore, the word fine is informing
us that deep behind the mysterious, hidden secrecy of this false, erroneous,
fallacious, iniquitous, treacherous ruling Roman Empire, the Pope and his

angels are people who have been trained down to the proper degree in
leading the people away from the “true” Saviour,

.

Another definition of fine is found in the Webster's 9th New
Collegiate Dictionary, ©1989, on page 464. Fine means, "performed with
extreme care and accuracy, having a delicate or subtle quality.” In The
Reader’s Digest Great Encyclopedia Dictionary, ©1968, on page 497, fine
means, "trained to the highest efficiency." The Pope and his angels are
trained to perform with extreme care and accuracy in teaching lies and
heresies. They have been trained to be very delicate and subtle in quality in
how they cover up the truth. And they are well-refined in fabricating false
impressions in the minds of the people. Most of all, they are superior to the
utmost in their ways of manipulating and falsifying the Scriptures.
See, the Scripture says in Revelation, Chapter 18:16, let us turn there. Please
read:
“And saying, Alas, alas that great city, that was clothed in FINE
linen, and purple, and scarlet, and decked with gold, and precious
stones, and pearls!”

Notice there are two intricate parts that deal directly with Daniel 2:31
and 32, and that is that great city, and gold. So this great image is of that
great city (Vatican City), and we know that the gold symbolizes the Roman
Empire. So the Pope and those of the Roman Empire in Vatican City have

arrayed and clothed themselves in fine linen under the guise of having the
form of godliness, but they have denied the power thereof. Let us turn to
that Scripture please, 2 Timothy 3:5. Read
“Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from
such turn away.”
Those of the Roman Empire in Vatican City have the “FORM” of
godliness. Since they have the FORM of godliness, then it suggests that
they are counterfeit, which means they are disguises of godliness.
Let us discover the hidden deceptiveness of the Pope and the Roman
Catholic Church, by taking a glimpse of the word disguise. Now on the
authority of the Random House Dictionary, ©1966, on page 412, disguise
means, “to change the appearance or guise of so as to conceal the identity or
mislead, as by means of deceptive garb.” They put on long robes to give the
“appearance” or “guise” of holiness to conceal their wicked identity and to
mislead the people.
And in relationship with their outer garb, which means their outward
appearance, and since we are dealing with the garb of this image, when you
drop the i-m of image and add it behind garb, you have the word garbage.
They are a bunch of garbage representatives. Garbage according to the
Random House Dictionary of the English Language, ©1966, on page 584,
means, “anything that is contemptibly worthless, inferior, or discarded.” So

they are a group of contemptibly inferior and contemptibly worthless group
of people who should be discarded, because they are a factitious and
fictitious group of crooks that have set up illegal, organized, criminal,
corrupt religious institutions all over the world.
They have been trained down to the proper degree to go up and down
and to and fro throughout the Earth to carry out their wicked plots, plans,
designs, and schemes to the utmost degree in accuracy and delicacy under
the guise and false misrepresentation of truth, which is written in Job 1:7,
which reads:
And the LORD,
, said unto Satan, Whence comest thou? Then
Satan answered the LORD,
, and said, From going to and fro in
the earth, and from walking up and down in it.
They are supremely clever, super cunning, superbly keen, and
especially sharp in falsifying and teaching lies, which is the height of
arrogance, the height of haughtiness, the height of evilness, and the height of
wickedness. Praise

.

Now let us return to Daniel 2:32. Let us read: This image's head was
of fine gold, his BREAST and his ARMS of SILVER . . . Now let us take
a look at the words breast, arms, and silver. First, the word breast.
Documented in the Random House Dictionary of the English Language,
©1966, on page 182 breast means, "to meet boldly." Documented in the

Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary, ©1983, on page 224,
breast also means, "to oppose." Now this is describing that the Pope has the
power to meet boldly in order to accomplish his mission, which is to oppose
the Most High,

.

Second the word arm. Documented in the Webster's New World
College Dictionary, ©2000, on page 76, arm means, "arm of the
government, power to seize control." On the authority of the Random House
College Dictionary, ©1988, on page 73, arm means, "an administrative or
operational branch of an organization; authority." Now this is describing that
the Pope has the authority to seize control of governments. He has the
authority to seize the administrative and operational branches of
governments, which means that they all fall under the authority of the
Roman Empire.
Now let us take a look at the third word silver, which has another
cryptic meaning. Documented in the Oxford Universal Dictionary, ©1968,
on page 1895, silver means, "speak eloquent and persuasive." This IMAGE
has the ability to speak eloquently and persuasively. Therefore, we can
deduce from these three words breast, arms, and silver that the Pope, who
is the head of the Roman Catholic Church, has the power to seize control of
the governments and their administrative or operational branches. He has the

authority to travel throughout the whole world meeting boldly with heads of
governments and world leaders, speaking persuasively and very eloquently
that which is in opposition to the True and living God,
, and His chosen--you and me. Praise

, His Son

.

Second Thessalonians 2:4 tells us what this is all about. Let us read:

"Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God,
, or that is worshiped; so that he as God, sitteth in the temple of
God,
, showing himself that he is God
."

Now you know truthfully this has to be a wicked mind-set of that wicked
one himself to be sitting himself in the seat of God,

, as if he is God

. He is even recognized around the world as the holy father.
Let me read what the Microsoft Encarta Encyclopedia of the
Computer, ©1995, says about the Pope and his Roman Empire. It states:

“Christianity is the most widely distributed of the world religions
having substantial representation in all the populated continents of
the globe. Its total membership exceeds 1.7 billion people.”

All of these more than 1.7 billion people have been deceived under
the false pretense of the false god of Christianity. Praise

. Let us turn to

Revelation, Chapter 12:9, which tells us how this all came about:

"And that great dragon was cast out, that old Serpent, called the devil, and

Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out in the earth, and
his angels were cast out with him."

Since Satan and his angels were cast out into the Earth to deceive the
whole world, Psalm, Chapter 58:3 tells us what happened, and it reads:
"The wicked are estranged from the womb: they go astray as soon as they
be born, speaking lies." Now let us look at the word womb because it ties in
with Daniel 2:32. According to the Random House Dictionary of the English
Language, ©1966, on page 1642, womb "is the place in which anything is
formed or produced: the interior of anything; belly." Now this takes us right
back to Daniel 2:32: “This image's head was of fine gold, his breast and
his arms of silver, his BELLY . . .”
Now belly takes you to body, and body is symbolic for something
else. Let us look at the word body. Body means, "a number of persons or
things, a group of individuals organized for a purpose, a number of men
united by a common tie by one form of government, the body of the
clergy."
This is what that belly is speaking about, the interior structure or body
of the clergy of the Roman Catholic Church, a group of individuals
organized to deceive and unite by common ties under one form of
government, and that is the Roman Empire, under the authority of the Pope.

The belly also represents a place where they have reproduced and
reformed the minds of the people in their false declamations. However, the
belly also means abdomen, which is inside the body. Abdomen according
to the Random House Dictionary of the English, ©1966, on page 2, is
broken down into three parts. When broken down, you have "ab-do-men,"
so we see we have men and do. What does the ab stand for? Ab is the
abbreviation for abduct or abduction. So inside the interior organizational
structure of the government of the Roman Catholic Church, under the
authority of the Pope, they abduct and kidnap the minds of the people away
from

and His laws by speaking lies in the name of a false god.
Now let us continue to uncover the hidden enigmatic nature

surrounding the belly in Daniel 2:32 by continuing to look at the word
womb. Womb means, belly, which means to "breed in secret." Now let us
pay very close attention to the delicate intricacies of the mysteries hidden
deep within the vault of this Roman Empire. Documented in the Random
House Dictionary of the English Language, ©1966, on page 183, breed
means, "to develop by training; to improve by controlled pollination." On
page 1114, pollination means, "the transfer of pollen from the anther to the
stima."

Now in the Oxford Universal Dictionary, copyright 1933, on page
1396, stima is defined as, “a mark of disgrace or infamy, as one’s
reputation.” Infamy, on page 128, means, “evil reputation, infamous
character or conduct.” Infamous means, “having an extremely bad
reputation.” The Pope and Roman Catholic Church are a mark of disgrace.
They have traveled the globetransferring their evil sexual desires from one
young boy to another, just as insects when pollinating plants. Their true evil
character and conduct have been brought to the light, and their sexual abuse
of young boys has brought them an extremely bad reputation.
Pollen on the same page 1114, takes you to pollen brush, and pollen
brush means, "the masses of stiff hairs on the legs or abdomen of an
insect." By now some may be wondering, is he talking about an insect
kingdom, because what is happening here is that there is a twofold concept
within this definition. But yet deep within the confines of the hidden
mysteries in the Roman Catholic Church under the authority and control of
the Pope is this: the Pope and his angels use the same process to poison the
minds of the people as insects use to pollinate different plants: the insect
carries and transfers his substance from one plant to another plant, then that
substance causes the plant to develop, bloom and produce.

Let us look up the word plant. In the Oxford Universal Dictionary,
copyright 1933, on page 516, plant means, “found, establish, institute, to
cause an idea to take root in the mind; plantation. Plantation on page 517
means, “the plantation of churches and the propagation of the gospel.”
The same process occurs in the government of the Roman Catholic
Church under the Pope’s authority: they have founded, established, and
institutionalized their false ideas and wicked plots and schemes through their
plantations, the churches, and these false ideas have taken root in the minds
of the people. They have developed programs and trained people to travel
the globe to spread and propagate their Christian gospel of lies. These lies
have developed, bloomed, and produced the wicked world we are living in
today. They have done this by transferring their lies from one country to
another just as insects do.
Now let us continue investigating this matter by looking into the word
insect. Insect on page 734, means, "a contemptible PERSON." And in The
Reader’s Digest Great Encyclopedia Dictionary, ©1968, on page 292,
contemptible means, "despise, despicable, scornful, disdainful, disgraceful,
and vile." Now when you break down the word insect, first you have in and
then you have sect. And in the Random House Dictionary of the English

Language, ©1966, on page 1288, sect means, "a body of persons adhering to
a particular religious faith."
Therefore,

has unveiled and uncovered the hidden secrets in side

the sect, the Roman Catholic Church, a unifying collective body of persons
who are highly contemptible, despicable, scornful, disgraceful, disdainful,
and vile. They have used the wiles and tricks in their craft to deceive the
whole world through their pollination process. Within the word pollination
you have nation and then you have poll, which is a numerical voting
process. And numerical takes you right back to the Roman numerals, which
is a stem of the Roman Empire. So deep within the hidden chambers of the
Papacy, they breed in secrecy and vote on how they are going to continue to
execute their craft. The Pope has ingrafted himself as the true God, and his
subordinates in his likeness. They have cleverly produced a false conception
of the image of

, and it is through this process of pollination all

nations have been deceived, according to Revelation 12:9. Praise

.

Now going back to the part in Daniel, Chapter 2, verse 32: “ . . . his
belly and his THIGHS of BRASS, . . .” Let us now go to the words thighs
and brass. On the authority of the Webster's Seventh New Collegiate
Dictionary, ©1963, on page 917, thigh means, "more at thumb."
Documented in the Webster's New World College Dictionary, ©2000, on

page 1494, thumb means, “under someone’s influence, or sway, to swell,
increase; to express defiance or contempt.” Thighs is showing us that the
Pope has great influence and is able to sway and to swell the masses.
Documented in the same dictionary, on page 178, brass means, "any high
ranking officials, executives." Therefore, we can summarize that the thighs
and brass are talking about the Pope's top brass--his high-ranking officials
and his top executives. And brass is something that you can shine, and it
gives off a beautiful shine and a gloss. His high-ranking officials and top
executives are highly glossy and well refined in their ability to mislead the
people. For the brightness of his top officials out shines and stands out in
the highest degree of wickedness. For his top brass of high-ranking officials
are highly illustrious and luminous in maliciousness. For his top brass of
deceivers are highly brilliant and radiant, and are well refined in their tactics
of distorting the truth. They are most witty in how they control the minds of
the masses.
Under the orders of the Pope, they have swelled, which means they
have spread and increased throughout the world because of their influence
and persuasive power. They are openly contemptible and defiantly bold in
their false confessions about their false god.

The Pope’s high-ranking officials and top executives are a powerful
hierarchy. Let me share something about this group. Documented in The
World Book Encyclopedia, ©1961, on page 586, it reads:

“The hierarchy, or government body of the church, is organized
somewhat like a pyramid. The Pope stands alone at the head of the
entire church. Below him are a number of Cardinals, Patriarchs,
Archbishops, and Bishops, a large number of abbots, prelates, and
vicars from the base of the hierarchy. Members of the hierarchy
inform the Pope of their activities through written reports and
personal visits. As a result, he has a continual flow of information
about all areas of church government.”

Within this hierarchy is what is called the sacred College. On page
587, The Sacred College, also called the College of Cardinals, acts as an
advisory group to the Pope.
Now let us continue with Daniel 2:33: “His LEGS of iron, his feet
part of iron and part of clay.” The first word we will look at in this
Scripture is legs. On the authority of Bartlett's Roget's Thesaurus, ©1996,
Reference #7601, leg means, "United States government." Reference #49.21,
leg means, "the president, legislative branch, upper house, and the lower
house.”
The pope's legislative power and authority stretches around the whole
world. The power and authority upon which he stands are the legs of his
sacred colleges of cardinals, which consist of congregations, his

ecclesiastical committees, and patriarchs. His legs are his archbishops,
bishops, apostolic delegates, vicar, and any of the various high officials or
magistrates of differing functions and ranks, that extend on out into the
different districts and communities throughout the different countries and
regions through their parishes where they have spread throughout the Earth,
such as it was in ancient Rome. In addition to these people, his legs even
include the entire United States government, including the President, the
legislative branch--the upper house and the lower house--the Senate and
the House of Representatives.
Let us continue with Daniel 2:33, “His legs of IRON, . . .” Let us deal
with the word iron. On the authority of the Webster's New Universal
Unabridged Dictionary, ©1983, on page 969, iron means, "firm strength,
and power, characterize by selfishness, degeneracy, and wickedness."
Documented in The Reader’s Digest Great Encyclopedic Dictionary, ©
1968, on page 1714, iron means, "pitiless, cruel, debased, unyielding; to
engage into various enterprises.” Therefore, we can see that the Pope and all
his subordinates--his legs--have strength and power that is firm, meaning not
likely to change because it is fixed, settled, and unalterable, and it is
characterized by selfishness, degeneracy, and wickedness. They are pitiless,
cruel, debased, and unyielding in their wicked dealings.

Let us continue with Daniel 2:33: “ . . . his FEET part of iron and
part of clay. And now let us look at the feet of the Pope. In the same book
on page 488, feet is plural of foot, which means, "in or into a condition of
stability; well-established." On the authority of the Random House
Dictionary of the English Language, ©1966, on page 522, feet means, "an
independent or secure position." Feet in the Webster's New World College
Dictionary, ©2000, on page 521, means, “feet of clay, a weakness or defect
of character."

On the authority of the New Webster's Dictionary and

Thesaurus, ©1992, on page 345, feet means, feet of clay which means “a
hidden weakness discovered in someone idealized." Idealized means,
“exaggerated

and

unrealistic

virtues

and

abilities.”

Therefore, the Roman Empire, today called the Roman Catholic Church, is
in a condition of political, financial, and social stability, and it is wellestablished in every fabric of society throughout the whole world. See, the
Vatican is in a totally secure position because it is an independent, sovereign
nation--the smallest in the world and yet the richest.
However, they have a weakness and a defect in their character. The
Pope and his subordinates, his legs, have a hidden weakness: they practice
pedophilia. It was discovered recently that the Roman Catholic Church is a
haven for hiding pedophiles. They have a sexual weakness for young boys,

and they have sexually abused thousands of them over the years. They have
exaggerated both their virtues and their abilities: They have exaggerated
their virtues because they pretend to be celibate and they are not. Their
abilities have also been exaggerated because they pretend they are able to
control their natural desires, which is not only a lie but unrealistic.
Let me read an interesting article that appeared in The Gazette,
Montreal, Friday, September 6, 2002, in the World section: The Headline
reads: Sex-Abuse Scandal. In big bold letters: U. S. Jesuits pay out $7.5
million. The article reads in part:

The California Province of the Society of Jesus has agreed to pay a total of
$7.5 million to two mentally retarded men who said they were sexually
abused for decades by Jesuits at a retreat in Northern California, according
to sources who participated in the negotiations.
The lawsuit alleged that four Jesuits subjected the two victims to repeated
acts of sodomy, molestation and false imprisonment for “as long as 30
years” at the Sacred Heart Jesuit Centre. Top Jesuit officials quietly
relocated one man after he admitted engaging in sexual misconduct. Instead
of notifying authorities, the Jesuit leaders moved him to a residence on the
campus of Santa Clara University.

This is the epitome of what this IMAGE--the modern Roman Empire, under
the authority of the Pope of Rome--represents: lies, homosexuality, and
pedophilia.
Therefore, we the Hebrew Israelites, must do like our ancient Hebrew
brothers Daniel and the Hebrew boys: They did not bow down to the image
of the beast, because they trusted in their GOD,

, who delivered them

out of the hands of their enemies. Just like back then, so it is today. Our
GOD,

, The GOD of the Hebrews is here among us and we will NOT

bow down to the POPE and all his false prophets and institution of lies and
falsehood, because our Deliverer,

, is here to destroy this entire

hierarchy and what is represents and deliver us out of the hands of the
wicked one. Praise

!

